My Descriptive Filename had to be shortened, but, FYI:

AutoMon LLC (DE) registered in 2010 in AZ as AutoMon Software Solutions, LLC (R15496056) adds Member "AutoMon Corp" to existing single human being member Thomas M Jones,=. Two different addrs (not most current) in Scottsdale (ScrShot 2016-12-20PM)

Who runs AutoMon Corp? When was it formed?

Who is Thomas M. Jones? AutoMon is listed as 1 of only 4 sponsors of a major “NCCD [Oct.] 2016 Children Families & Youth” conference in SoCal, alongside two BILLION-$ foundations and one, from what I can tell, corrupt Columbus-OH-based nonprofit. (See FamilyCourt Matters.Wordpress.com 12/2016 posts on Child Welfare Training by NARCCW (the 4th sponsor)